
	
	
The Multiple Narratives of Kiss of the Spider Woman : 
Self-Reflection Lightens the Load 
 
 
In the opening scene, a well-crafted story and a talented 
storyteller introduce the central themes of Hector Babenco’s Kiss 
of the Spider Woman (1985), a film based on Argentine writer 
Manuel Puig’s popular novel. By opposing a harshly delineated 
reality with an escapist fantasy, the film’s raconteur and narrative 
agent—Molina, played by William Hurt—succeeds in substituting a 
cinematic romance for Babenco’s diegetic prison cell. This grim 
setting is personified through Valentin, Molina’s cellmate and 
narrative antagonist, played by Raúl Juliá, who challenges not 
only the legitimacy of Molina’s story but also the protagonist’s 
classic role as storyteller. Through a series of similarities and 
oppositions, the opening scene of Kiss of the Spider Woman deftly 
manipulates the stark conflict between these two characters. 
 Molina’s ambitious objective as storyteller is to meld 
fantasy and reality by constructing parallels between the multiple 
planes of experience depicted in the visualization of his story and 
the prison cell itself. Annoyed, the pragmatist Valentin seeks to 
thwart this illusion through sharp quips that continually 
acknowledge the cruel reality of the characters’ imprisonment. 
Babenco’s manipulation of the camera and lighting, as well as his 
use of diegetic and non-diegetic sounds and images, privileges 
Molina’s infectious and more expansive tale, eventually 
overwhelming Valentin’s visually weaker, less hopeful 
obstructions. 

 Kiss of the Spider Woman’s opening credits alert us to 
Molina’s narrative strategy. Crawling right, behind the credits, is 
the film’s title in a striking typeface. Through a series of chime 
notes, the title appears on four overlapping planes, each defined 
by a separate line of scrolling type in a different size and muted 
hue. This stylized effect signals the film’s multiple narrative 
planes while establishing a pattern of disclosure, dissolving in 
shadow into the opening scene where Molina borrows this 
strategy in the first lines of dialogue. He unfolds his cinematic tale 
slowly, carefully disclosing the description of his story’s leading 
lady, withholding her name as long as possible. 
 In an attempt to actualize the tale in the prison cell, 
Molina mimetically enacts the character of Leni LaMaison before 
Valentin, personifying the character he describes with feminine 
gestures, clothing, and makeup. This technique is used to seduce 
Valentin’s imagination. Likewise, we are simultaneously seduced 
by Babenco’s careful visual disclosure of Molina’s tale, which re-
creates Molina’s memories of the German film he recounts to his 
cellmate. Thus, the objective of the opening scene is twofold: As 
Molina entrances Valentin through controlled disclosure and 
character reenactment, we are mesmerized by the striking 
resemblance between the prison cell and the visualization of 
Molina’s tale, which begins to take precedence onscreen.  



 Babenco’s beguiling cinematic technique subtly 
transforms the harsh setting into a fantastical arena for Molina’s 
tale, aiding the storyteller. In the opening pan, we cannot see the 
person narrating but only hear the description of the tale’s main 
character. What we do see is a shadow-play suggestion of the 
film’s setting—the crisscross of iron bars and a clothesline. 
Dominating the view are pinups of the cinema’s glamorous 
leading ladies of the 1930s and ’40s. The camera pans across 
these to finally rest on Molina—made up, wearing a flowered robe, 
head in a towel turban—who acts out the character he describes 
(“The star takes a towel . . . ”). We are coaxed into making an 
association between this character and the storyteller who, for all 
his masculine differences, becomes a convincing Leni. Aiding this 
effect is a musical score orchestrated to resemble those used non-
diegetically in classic Hollywood cinema.  
 Although there is an uncanny juxtaposition of the prison 
cell, Molina, and the narration, the effect of the pan, shadows, and 
score interject a cinematic style that, as it progresses, overwhelms 
the harsher prison reality. As Molina’s narration continues, we are 
potently guided by his words into the visualization of the tale. 
Leni performs every action Molina describes. We hear the sounds 
of her bath, and her movements, as well as the camera’s, resemble 
Molina’s in pace and composition. She creates a bond with us 
when she gazes directly into our eyes through her dressing-room 
mirror, again stressing the mise-en-abyme theme of the tale 
within a tale. We find it difficult to escape her eyes, which, as 
Molina puts it, “see everything.” 
 Just as the tale’s visualization begins to dominate the 
screen through compositional depth and complexity, so does 
Molina’s screen presence dominate that of Valentin. Composed in 
low-angle shots, Molina performs for the camera, ergo, for us. 
Valentin, on the contrary, is immobile, lying on his bunk, his back 
to the camera. Similarly, Babenco’s lighting stresses, among other 
things, the importance of Molina as the narrative agent and 
organizing sensibility. The storyteller is privileged with bright, 
low-contrast coverage. As he moves through the space, he is 
evenly lit. The bright colors of his makeup and clothing are well 
detailed. Playing with the concept of the prison cell as only a 
shadow world in the bright light of the romantic tale, Babenco 
moves Molina into a spotlit composition against a wall where the 
narrator plays with a cell-bar shadow behind him, tracing the 
lines. Valentin, on the other hand, is consistently obscured. Either 
on the bunk or at the urinal, he is underlit and wears drab 
clothing, even as Molina, in the background, remains bright and 
clearly detailed. It is certainly no accident that the visual 
presentations of these two characters mimic their respective 
worldviews.  
 With these visual cues and narrative orientation, 
Babenco moves deeper into Molina’s tale, melding even more 
closely the two planes of experience. As the storyteller performs 

the gestures of the troops “marching under the Arc de Triomphe” 
and the claps of Parisian bystanders, we are given diegetic sound 
cues of marching troops and excited women as well as a non-
diegetic bugle score. Similarly, a menacing violin score is used as 
a sound advance cue for the visualization of “a typical Parisian 
backstreet” that becomes the setting for Molina’s hegemonic 
description of Jewish merchants, members of the French 
Résistance, and the glorified German Secret Service. Molina’s 
influence as narrative agent is most clearly illustrated in this 
moment as he reinterprets history. He misreads the German film 
in order to sustain his romantic fantasy. The slow pan from Molina 
to Valentin gazing into darkness asks us to incorporate the 
antagonist into a close association that includes Molina and the 
tale. Emphasizing this association, Babenco alters the lighting of 
the cell. As Molina describes the merchants’ arrest and 
confiscation of their property, he moves stealthily around the cell 
in a dramatic, low-level, high-contrast lighting scheme similar to 
the scene he describes. 
 It is at this moment that Valentin, as antagonist, 
becomes an obstruction to Molina’s narrative seduction. Through 
a series of challenging verbal jabs, he disorients Molina, revealing 
the reality underneath the tale’s mesmerizing propaganda. As the 
conflict between Molina and Valentin intensifies, the lighting 
scheme becomes even more contrasted, and we return 
momentarily to the diegetic world of the prison cell. We confront 
the realities of it: urinating, sweating, bleeding. These contrasts 
occur on other planes as Molina and Valentin discuss other 
differences: political philosophy vs. political science, movies vs. 
journalism, romantic reverie vs. intellectualism, fezzes vs. 
yarmulkes. 
 Valentin represents the primary obstacle to Molina’s 
efforts as storyteller. Given his political convictions, we 
understand the basis for the cellmate’s conflict. However, this 
notion of conflicting worldviews resonates beyond the prisoners’ 
dissonant relationship. Conflict is found on every level of the film, 
in situations that allow few options. Molina wants a real man, but 
“real men only want real women.” Valentin aches for the love of a 
woman whose lifestyle he cannot respect. Despite the rebel lives 
lost in a fight for justice and equality, government officials still 
oppress and silence the characters peopling Kiss of the Spider 
Woman. 
 Within this disharmony, Babenco interjects a tale that 
helps to alleviate the suffering. By constructing a parallel 
narrative world, Molina and Valentin can evaluate their own 
circumstances. These characters gauge their relative success or 
failure in dealing with conflict by how they measure up to the 
idealized heroes and heroines of the German film. Through 
mimicry and parallel narrative planes, Babenco frees Molina and 
Valentin from a one-dimensional oppression, offering instead 
several points of view from which they might consider their lives. 



Concluding Scene 1, Valentin is found laughing at the re-created 
tale. Questioned by Molina, Valentin replies, “I’m laughing at 
you—and me.” This margin of self-criticism, brought out by 
Babenco’s “tale within a tale,” offers us and these characters 
access into an otherwise flat world of silence and confinement. 
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